Abstract. Metatranscriptomic analysis provides information on how a microbial community reacts to environmental changes. Using next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology, biologists can study microbe community by sampling short reads from a mixture of mRNAs (metatranscriptomic data). As most microbial genome sequences are unknown, it would seem that de novo assembly of the mRNAs is needed. However, NGS reads are short and mRNAs share many similar regions and differ tremendously in abundance levels, making de novo assembly challenging. The existing assembler, IDBA-MT, designed specifically for the assembly of metatranscriptomic data only performs well on high-expressed mRNAs.
Introduction
The traditional approach for studying microorganisms is to isolate and cultivate each single microorganism and then study its behavior, such as gene expression levels, under different environments. As different microbes usually live together to form a microbial community, isolating a single microbe is usually impossible [4] and, even possible, changes the microbe's living behavior in a microbial community. Metatranscriptomic studies in the past have been based on microarrays or cDNA clone libraries [2, 23, 29] . The microarray-based approach [17] requires knowledge of target mRNA sequences, which limits its usefulness in relation to novel mRNAs.
cDNA clone libraries, on the other hand, can be applied to novel mRNAs, but the approach is labor-intensive and the estimations of expression levels of mRNAs are inaccurate. High-throughput next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology [3, 7, 22 ,18] introduces a new and better approach for studying metatranscriptomic data. By sequencing reads from mRNA sequences of a sample, scientists can reconstruct novel mRNA sequences by assembling reads and can estimate the expression levels of each mRNA by the number of reads aligned to the mRNA sequence. Currently, there are two main NGS technologies for metatranscriptomic data: pyrosequencing technology and synthesis technology. Pyrosequencing technology [6, 8, 24, 30] produces long reads (of length about 400 bp) with relatively higher cost (over 40 times higher for the same throughput). Since the read length is long, no or limited assembly is required. Pyrosequencing technology has achieved promising results for soil samples [30] and marine samples [6, 8] . Synthesis technology, on the other hand, produces relatively short reads (of length varying from 75 bp to 150 bp) at much lower cost. Since the length of reads produced by synthesis technology is much shorter than the length of the mRNA sequence (about 1000 bp), the reads need to be assembled into longer sequences (contigs) before analysis.
Compared with assembling genomic, transcriptomic or metagenomic data, assembling metatranscriptomic data is much more difficult because of the following reasons.
Repeat patterns across different mRNAs. Repeat patterns usually introduce
ambiguity during assembly and are a common problem in all types of assembling. However, the problem is more serious in metatranscriptomes than in other data.
Many genes exist in multiple species with similar functions and the resultant proteins share common protein domains [9] . As a result, in the metatranscriptomic data, many different mRNAs have similar patterns. According to analysis of genBank [1], based on known gene information, 24.53% of bacteria genes contain at least one repeat pattern of length longer than 100 bp (note that, in this analysis, different versions of the same genes from the same bacteria were ignored and only the repeat patterns in genes from different bacteria were considered). In these circumstances, assemblers, not specially designed for metatranscriptome data, produce either short contigs or chimeric contigs that merge mRNA sequences from more than one gene [15] . This is consistent with our experiments (see Table 2 ): these assemblers can either only recover 31% of mRNAs with average contig length of 194bp and 4.14% error rate (Oasis), or recover more mRNAs (59.29%) with longer average contig length (395bp) but the error rate is increased to 10.73% (IDBA-UD). 2. Extreme differences in abundances. For the DNA genome assembly problem of a single species, this is not a problem because there is one abundance only. On the other hand, in transcriptomic data and metagenomic data, since the abundances of different mRNAs and the number of genomes vary (can be 100 times and 1,000 times different, respectively [25] ) because of different expression levels and abundances of species, erroneous reads cannot be identified easily by sampling
